For immediate release

KnowRoaming releases its lowest Unlimited Data package rates ever
--New Global 1-day Unlimited Data package for $3.99---Save 40% with new starter packs--

TORONTO, Ontario -- January 25, 2019 -- KnowRoaming is keeping its New Year’s resolution
by bringing travelers its best deals to date. The leading connectivity provider is offering even
lower rates on its popular Unlimited Data packages, SIM + data starter packs and a free Global
SIM Card with every SIM purchase.
“We’re proud to continue providing our customers with low-cost and competitive rates-especially with Unlimited Data,” said Gregory Gundelfinger, CEO of KnowRoaming. “Travelers
shouldn’t have to worry about overage charges or connectivity, which is why we’re making our
1-day Unlimited Data package more affordable than most coffees!”
Both business and leisure travelers can carry over packages into 125+ countries with Unlimited
Data coverage, making cross-border trips effortless and costs transparent. KnowRoaming
makes it easy for new customers to save right away with ready-to-go starter packs.

Enjoy new Unlimited Data packages for as low as $3.99
●
●
●

Global 1-day - $3.99 USD
Global 3-day - $9.99 USD
USA 3-day - $5.99 USD

Save 40% with Global SIM plus Unlimited Data starter packs
●
●

Global SIM Card + 7-day Unlimited Data package - $22.99 USD
Global SIM Sticker + 7-day Unlimited Data package - $34.99 USD

The Global SIM Sticker and Global SIM Card make it both affordable and effortless for travelers
to stay in touch on the go. Through the KnowRoaming app, customers can manage their usage
on their account in real time and only pay for the data they need—no hidden fees. With
competitive voice and data rates in 200+ countries, travelers can connect via messaging, voice,
video calling and take advantage of bonus WhatsApp with every top up.

About KnowRoaming
KnowRoaming is a Toronto-based technology company that offers affordable connectivity
solutions for travelers. KnowRoaming’s Global SIM Sticker and Global SIM Card make it
effortless for business and leisure travelers to stay connected on the go. Through the
accompanying KnowRoaming app, customers can transparently manage all their usage in real
time and pay for the data they need—no contracts or hidden fees. KnowRoaming offers
coverage in 200+ countries and territories at rates up to 85% lower than carriers. KnowRoaming
is owned and operated by Telna, a global connectivity enabler. Telna’s network powers
KnowRoaming’s innovative products. Learn more at knowroaming.com.
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